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BLOCO FOGO Committee Meeting  

Monday 6 April 2014 
 

Minutes 
 
Present: Leonie Wootton (Chair) , Phil Wond, Cari Bunker, Matt Green (for items 

3 and 5, which were taken first), Geoff Powers, Sarah Boughton, Graham 
Walker, Jan Millen, Belinda Raitt 
 

Apologies: Kim Fletcher, Dan Noyek, Alex Mann. 
 

Minutes of last meeting 13 January: Agreed 
 
Actions from last meeting 

Completed or progressed at this meeting. 
 

1. Web site 
Geoff expressed concern about the out of date photos and video on the website.  
Responsibilities are Cari for text and Dan/Steve Ashbee for pictures/video.  It 

was agreed that new video links are needed and whether it is possible to link to 
Bloco Fogo on Youtube.  Band members should also be asked whether they have 

uptodate video of the band which could be included.  New photos are needed on 
Facebloco too. 
ACTION 1: To arrange for new video links to be added or link to Bloco Fogo 

Youtube (Dan/Steve) 
ACTION 2: Ask all members whether they have up to date video of gigs 

(Newsletter) 
ACTION 3: New photos for Facebloco (Leonie to ask Steve Woollcott) 

 
Website needs to have a ‘register here’ button for people to register interest in 
beginners sessions.  They can then be contacted before sessions start. 

ACTION 4: Add text re beginners workshops starting September 2014, with 
‘register here’ button (Cari) 

 
2. Nijemegen trip – cost and updates 
Nijmegen samba organisers are expecting us and plans are proceeding.  Coach 

is booked and same hotel also.  Sarah noted coach parking on Saturday morning 
at hotel had been an issue last year, and Belinda suggested that the coach parks 

directly in coach park and all hotel people walk to hotel with hand luggage.  
Drums to stay on coach until Saturday.  It was agreed that, as our only trip 
abroad this year, this would attract band support as previously (members pay 

£50 or concession, band pays remainder).   
ACTION 5: Forward hotel details and costs to Leonie (Sarah) 

ACTION 6: Circulate Nijmegen details to all band members (Leonie) 
 

3. Beginners – current and the future 
The beginners have now been integrated into the main band, with 9 new 
members at Tunbridge Wells and 13 at Maidstone.  It was generally agreed that 

the process has worked well and should therefore be repeated next September.  
It was reported that some longstanding band members have expressed concerns 

that rehearsals are currently slow, but this was recognised as part of the 
integration process. 
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Next year’s beginners now need to be planned for.  It was agreed that these 
sessions would run from September to February inclusive, and preferably on a 

different night to the main practice.  This will require a venue and mestre to be 
arranged for Tunbridge Wells (as Alex was not at this meeting, we are not sure if 

he could or would be happy to mestre a group on a different day to band 
rehearsals), while Matt and Trinity expect to continue on Sundays in Maidstone. 
ACTION 7: Arrange for venue and mestre for Tunbridge Wells for beginners in 

September 2014 (Leonie) 
ACTION 8: Check that Trinity will be available for Maidstone beginners from 

September 2014 (Matt) 
ACTION 9: Design and print business cards with logo and website address 
(Graham, in consultation with Alex) 

 
Sarah suggested we have a small A board to put at static gigs, to inform about 

beginners sessions and make the business cards available for passers-by to pick 
up. 
ACTION 10: Make A-board for business cards and notices (??Leonie to mention 

in weekly newsletter to band, asking for help with this) 
 

East Peckham primary school (Hester, East Peckham Primary School teacher, 
and past member of Bloco Fogo) is keen to start samba sessions and has a full 

set of drums.  Cheryl hopes to mestre this, and committee agreed to play at 
their summer fair as a taster.  It was flagged up that there may be possible 
funding issues. 

ACTION 11: Cheryl and Leonie to continue to liaise with East Peckham Primary 
School with a view to starting a mini Bloco Fogo there.  

 
Wadhurst: in exchange for new surdo a workshop has been offered to Uplands 
School, but as they have been very slow to take this up, this may be offered to 

youth club or simply diverted to East Peckham. 
 

4. Finance and spending in 2014 
Leonie recommended more straps, pads and beaters, and Graham has offered to 
get more ear defenders.  Mestres need to check what new instruments are 

needed for current players at each venue and inform Leonie to approve 
purchase. 

ACTION 12: Mestres to inform Leonie of new instrument need, and straps, pads 
and beaters to be ordered (Mestres and Leonie). 
 

Sarah raised the fitting out of the van as possible expenditure this year but 
Leonie considered the use of the space is more efficient unfitted. 

 
It was agreed that the djembes need using regularly or if necessary disposal of 
these may be discussed at the next meeting. 

ACTION 13: Use of djembes to be discussed next meeting (Committee)  
 

Geoff raised the issue of standing orders which have not been raised to the 
higher rate, and what to do about ‘sleeping’ members.  It was agreed that all 
‘sleeping’ members should be informed once if they are paying and have not 

attended rehearsals or gigs for a long time, but it is then the member’s 
responsibility to cancel their standing order.  However, anyone who is still paying 

the lower rate and has been reminded cannot then attend practice or gigs 
without paying their arrears and changing their standing order. 
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ACTION 14: Treasurer to take appropriate actions as necessary (Geoff) 
 

5. Mestres 
The opportunity for band members to consider mestreing was discussed.  An 

example of this was that in Nijmegen one band had young members with 
responsibility for mestreing one song only.  It was agreed that this would be a 
good development opportunity for those who want to, in discussion with existing 

mestres.  Any potential trainee mestres should be encouraged to discuss their 
way into this field with Alex and/or Matt. 

ACTION 15: Website to contain appropriate sentence about encouraging band 
members to learn to mestre   and to make it clear that the band supports band 
members wishing to aspire to mestre level, through pathways as discussed, and 

to include the method mentioned above.(Cari).   
 

Sarah praised rehearsal schedule, and thanked Matt for all the hard work he 
puts into it. 
 

There was concern expressed that new members need some help and support 
with stepping, and that any tuition being currently run in circle format does not 

train band in gig formation.  There was also concern that the Samba Duro rep 
line is being taught differently in Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells. 

ACTION 16: Mestres to encourage stepping practice in gig formation instead of 
circle (for main groove of rehearsal), and check Samba Duro rep line for 
consistency (Mestres). 

 
6. Reward system 

Following on from discussion at last meeting, Geoff brought forward two ideas: 
 Loyalty card 
 ‘Pay’ for attending gigs 

Drawbacks of these include how you value individual gigs (are they all of equal 
worth?); and ‘paying’ is against our constitution.  Some discussion ensued but it 

was felt that this idea should be abandoned as too complicated to administer and 
difficult to make fair, and that our circumstances have changed since this was 
first raised.  In particular, we only have one foreign trip this year, and we have a 

larger pool of potential giggers. 
 

7. Uniform order and stock 
Geoff reported that the budget has £1500 for uniform, and so far only £30 has 
been spent in effect, from this year’s budget, as we have already sold lots of old 

stock to the new members (with headbands still to pay for).    Geoff then 
modelled some fetching M&S trousers in exactly BF yellow.  However, we agreed 

these would not be available after this summer so not worth investing in. 
 
Tunics were then discussed.  The Britains’s Got Talent performance showed that 

we were able to assemble around 20 reasonable tunics, including the 5 or 6 new 
ones and some corporate ones which have had little wear.  Alex and Leonie are 

currently accepting gigs on the basis that tunics will be worn at a few especial 
gigs (extra formal occasion, or booker requests specifically), and this is noted on 
the gig sheet.  It was agreed that purchasing instruments was more important 

and as we can manage with the current stock for this year’s especial gigs, it was 
decided not to arrange for additional tunics to be made, at this point, and is to 

be kept under review. 
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8. Any other business 
Gemma had emailed with various points to which Leonie will respond. 

 
Leonie requested that we consider a coach and driver for the Cleethorpes gig, 

rather than a minibus, and this was agreed.  It was noted that Cleethorpes fee is 
enough to cover such expenses and retain a profit. 
ACTION 17: Arrange for small coach and driver for Cleethorpes gig (Leonie) 

 
Leonie reported that, following the sinking of the van into her field in the wet 

weather she had spent £228.92 on her drive, and wondered if Bloco Fogo would 
pay £70 of this.  It was agreed 6 to 1 against (Leonie), that the band would pay 
all £228.92. 

ACTION 18: Pay Leonie £228.92 for her drive repairs (Geoff). 
 

Graham reported the LED lights are in a sorry state, with the strip sections not 
working well.  Belinda agreed to check out other lights alternatives, following 
discussions around lights attached to bodies as a possible alternative. 

ACTION 19: Search for other LED strips or other wearable lighted options 
(Belinda) 

 
Geoff reported that Alex had claimed for two Maidstone trips in the month before 

he went away, when he is normally paid for one per month, although he had 
attended Maidstone twice in that month.  It was agreed to pay him for these 
despite the correct procedure not being followed. 

 
 

6 April 2014 meeting: summary of actions 
 
ACTION 1: To arrange for new video links to be added or link to Bloco Fogo Youtube (Dan/Steve) 

ACTION 2: Ask all members whether they have up to date video of gigs (Newsletter) 

ACTION 3: New photos for Facebloco (Leonie to ask Steve Woollcott) 
ACTION 4: Add text re beginners workshops starting September 2014, with ‘register here’ button 
(Cari) 
ACTION 5: Forward hotel details and costs to Leonie (Sarah) 
ACTION 6: Circulate Nijmegen details to all band members (Leonie) 
ACTION 7: Arrange for venue and mestre for Tunbridge Wells for beginners in September 2014 

(Leonie) 
ACTION 8: Check that Trinity will be available for Maidstone beginners from September 2014 
(Matt) 
ACTION 9: Design and print business cards with logo and website address (Graham in consultation 
with Alex) 
ACTION 10: Make A-board for business cards and notices(?? Leonie to mention in weekly 
newsletter to band, asking for help with this) 

ACTION 11: Cheryl and Leonie to continue to liaise with East Peckham Primary School with a view 
to starting a mini Bloco Fogo there.  
ACTION 12: Mestres to inform Leonie of new instrument need, and straps, pads and beaters to be 
ordered (Mestres and Leonie). 

ACTION 13: Use of djembes to be discussed next meeting (Committee)  
ACTION 14: Treasurer to take appropriate actions as necessary (Geoff) 

ACTION 15: Website to contain appropriate sentence about encouraging band members to learn to 
mestre and to make it clear that the band supports band members wishing to aspire to mestre 
level, through pathways as discussed, and to include the method mentioned above. (Cari). 
ACTION 16:Mestres to encourage stepping practice in gig formation instead of circle (for main 
groove of rehearsal), and check Samba Duro rep line for consistency (Mestres). 
ACTION 17: Arrange for small coach and driver for Cleethorpes gig (Leonie) 
ACTION 18: Pay Leonie £228.92 for her drive repairs (Geoff). 

ACTION 19: Search for other LED strips or other wearable lighted options (Belinda) 


